Recipe for Relaxation

(Student Recipe for Relaxation samples)

Kailya Jackson
Ingredients:
2 pounds of bed head
4 cups of TV (make sure it’s on the cooking channel)
1 gallon of ice cream (cookies and cream of course)
3 cups of hush your mouth (if you have kids, add another cup)
1 ounce of shut eye
1 tablespoon of movement
3 ounces of bubble bath

Directions:
o
o

Fry movement for 10 minutes
Then add hush your mouth; if the hush your mouth
doesn’t kick in add bubble bath IMMEDIATELY
o Throw in the TV (this will enhance flavor)
o Sprinkle in ice cream
o After these ingredients melt in, you have to be sure
to add shut eye. (mix rapidly)
o Once the shut eye opens, quickly add in bed head.
Now you have a rejuvenating cuisine!
Calories: 150g
*High in carbs
Serves 1 person
*please do not feed to animals
If any allergic reaction occurs, you probably didn’t activate hush your mouth correctly.
No need to consult a doctor. You’ll only suffer severe headaches.

El Perfecto Momento
Maya Fisher
2 dashes of music (not country, rap, or hard rock)
3 cups dim sunlight
10 grams of forest canopies (droopiness unacceptable)
5 scoops of liquidized fluffy pillows (remove lumps)
13 ounces of bugless grass (not the itchy kind)
2 teaspoons of best friend in a can
1 liter lemonade with ice and mini umbrellas
3 pints of slightly spicy breeze
6 tablespoons of cool blue sky sprinkled with clouds
Combine all ingredients in the order listed; takes 2.5 to 3
hours to create and enjoy
Do not consume this meal if you have unfinished
harrellland homework

Rainbow Recipe
Dominique Erney
When you need a certain something to clear a rainy day
Try a slice of rainbow to make the storm clouds go away
You add a dash of puffy clouds, a pint of river too
A sparkle of pink bubble gum and a gingerbread man shoe
Half a cup of purple and a pinch of sparkled smiles
Laffy taffy, lemonade, and clothes that are in style
Throw in some hearts of pink and red
Then add some flower petals
Spread sprinkles on a frosted cake
Add treats from Hansel and Gretel
Put these on a baking sheet 50 x 30 feet wide
Skip to the oven; hop, jump, leap, wiggle around and slide
Once it’s in the oven, turn to negative four degrees
Go outside and watch the squirrels scurry up the trees
Come back in and take it out and much to your surprise
You’ll have made a fun-filled crayon-colored Rainbow Pie
Take one bite and watch the sky as it turns from gray to blue
Then all that’s left after the rain is green grass covered with dew

A Mind’s Concoction
Alex Kulbitskas
Add a touch of blue creamy mist to ½ Tbs or red hot desert
Heat to a boil
Then add a pinch of green sweetness blended into
Spicy brown hickory shavings
Mix well and let stand for 2 hours
For extra flavor, add a hint of golden, mouth-tingling rays of sunshine
Blend all ingredients carefully into 3 lbs of sweet and sour purple haze
Before serving, sprinkle with sweet silver moon fragments.
Indulge

